URGENT CALL FOR ALL TO UNITE IN AMERICA & INTERNATIONAL UNTIL 11/7/2018 (FINAL VERSION)
NOTE: The 1 page flyer, the International Dial-In Numbers for the Support, Teaching, and Prayer (S.T.A.P.) Calls & the
Informants/Perps Opt-Out Form are posted at www.manifestthetruth.com/unitenow.html & the FB group: The International
Soldiers of Yeshua to download, print, & share with others.
Saints/believers, Elders of the Church, Inhabitants of the Land & Unbelievers in America & International,
IMPORTANT MESSAGES FROM GOD:
People are dying from a lack of knowledge & not because it is His will. People are blaming or angry at Him instead of man or the
thief, Satan & his devils when He wanted people to confess & repent of their sins during His Feasts (Leviticus 23) & not perish during
the Hurricanes & floods.”

Since birth, we have lived in a system of mendacity; FULL OF LIES or HALF TRUTHS! We are in a spiritual war. This is
war. There have been too many casualties, which we are being lost in many battles and wars DUE TO LACK OF
KNOWLEDGE. For example, Psychological warfare and Psychological Operations, (PsyOps) are being used extensively
since 2016, which consists of attempts to make your enemy lose confidence, give up hope, or feel afraid, so that they can
win. This process is usually employed through propaganda. Propaganda is ideas or statements that are false or exaggerated
and is deliberately spread to influence the masses. You can read more about them at http://www.psywarrior.com/psyhist.html.
We are in a serious war for the future of ourselves, our families, our loved ones, our nations/countries/continents & for
mankind.
Now, many people have become SPIRITUALLY AWAKENED in America & International since the 2016 Presidential
election. Have you? Do you want to make a change? In order for change to occur, it begins with YOU. We must become
relentless more than ever. This is too big to be SILENT, NOT DO ANYTHING or NOT TO VOTE The future of America,
women’s rights, justice, healthcare, & the lives of the future generations are at stake affects all of us in America &
International. WINNING THE ELECTIONS BY ANY MEANS POSSIBLE IS THEIR GOAL SO THAT ABUSE OF
POWER, GREED, & THE TRUTH IS NEVER REVEALED. THE MASSES ARE BEING KEPT UNDER THEIR
CONTROL WITH PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE, PSYOPS, PRESCRIPTIONS AND/OR FAKE DIAGNOSIS OF
MENTAL ILLNESS TO SELL PILLS (WWW.CCHR.ORG) BECAUSE “THEY” CAN. WHO IS GOING TO STOP
THEM? I SAID, “GOD WILL.” This window of opportunity is fast approaching & I am requesting YOUR SUPPORT for
the last days of this 22 days’ event. These mid-term elections are about the future of America, justice, women’s rights, and
power, especially abuse of power. They don’t want the “whole” truth to be revealed & not the one that they created for us.
Did you know that the spiritual world controls the natural world? According to Mike Galiga, author of “Win Every Battle”,
he states, “The supernatural, invisible spirit world controls the natural world.”. We need to bring heaven down to earth as
written in the Lord’s Prayer. We can’t just make changes in the natural world, but we also must make changes in the
supernatural, invisible spirit world. This is how many people are missing their breakthroughs by not doing both.
It is time to use ALL OF THE SPIRITUAL AND NATURAL WEAPONS TO DEFEAT THE THIEF, SATAN AND HIS
DEVILS UNTIL YESHUA/JESUS & BECOME RELENTLESS! It will take more than prayer. We are even more powerful
when we bind & loose & when there are 2 or more as written in Matthew 18:18-20. Where are the remnants of God’s people
in America & International? It’s time to unite in America & International as written in 2 Chronicles 7:14. Yeshua/Jesus died
for ALL OF US! Everyone has a role to play in this spiritual warfare. There is a fight up in the heavenlies for SOULS. I am
requesting your SUPPORT for the next 3 days because we are breaking Yeshua's /Jesus' heart and we are losing too many
battles and wars against the thief, Satan & his devils. We can’t continue to do the same things and expect different results.
Now it is YOUR CHOICE! GOD GIVES US FREE WILL! People will need to unite for a common cause, forgive others,
and put our differences aside NOW! This is about GOOD VS. EVIL!!!
My posts are being heavily monitored by Facebook since Oct. 30, 2018 & I even asked Facebook to cease and desist due to
them violating my freedom of speech and freedom of religion when I notified them of their tactics in June 2016
(https://www.facebook.com/notes/letitia-peters/my-right-to-freedom-of-free-speech-is-being-violated-on-facebook-and-iwant-it-t/10201721564437536/). How can peace, love, sharing the Word of God, God, and uniting not keep Facebook
safe or violate their community standards while hatred, anti-Semitism, and racist posts can run rampant without such
blocks? How many people who are posting such posts are in FB jail or had to provide a copy of their drivers’ license
to get back into FB? Who requested that information? My posts from the 2016 Presidential elections were heavily

monitored as well. My internet service was slowed down intentionally. Posts were deleted, modified, or rerouted to not
the intended “tagged” recipient. I was also in “tagged” restriction.
The same thing happened after I prayed & fasted for 21 days prior to the Presidential election because a Republican was
adamant that Mitt Romney was going to win & he didn't. Even though I was alone on my prayer calls for 20 days because
many people were having problems getting on them. God sent an angel on the 21st day, which was on the election day.
President Obama was supposed to be a one term President. The unknown Republican told me that 2 famous prophets had
prophesied it. I FELT IN MY SPIRIT THAT GOD WANTED PRESIDENT OBAMA AGAIN. When I went to sleep after
that angel was on the prayer call and we worshipped, praised, and prayed, I knew in my spirit that Obama was going to win!
Since Oct. 17th, the rogue U.S. Federal Government who are abusing their powers are trying to steal the mid-term elections. I
have first-hand knowledge of prices changing from the original price entered in the cash register to another price reflected on
my receipt at JC Penny Outlet ($10 error to pay more), Wal-mart ($10 and Trader Joe’s ($100 error). Now, I look at my
receipts all the time. My bank account is reflecting the most loss to date. Many other people have told me the same thing.
There are many people like me who have been on the frontline. THE TORCH HAS BEEN PASSED TO THE NEXT
GENERATION!!!
THE ME TOO MOVEMENT!
THE BLACK LIVES MATTER MOVEMENT!
NOW, THE HEAL OUR NATIONS MOVEMENT!
I am requesting your support until Nov. 7, 2018 because we are breaking God’s heart. We have been blaming Him for
Hurricane Florence, when He wanted people to confess and repent & not perish during His Lord’s Feasts. He leaves some
things up to us to do. He expects the church & its members to do their part, both individually & collectively. This chaos,
confusion, lying, gaslighting, not showing love & compassion are not of God. Even though, we may not be committing these
“actions”, but we are affected because we are connected spiritually with 1 spirit.
What are YOU going to do about it? What will you commit to do to advance God's kingdom? What will you do to save
yourself, family, children, friends, co-workers, church leaders, nations' leaders and inhabitants in your community, city,
country and/or nation? When are we going to UNITE for the people, for the future of the nation and for future generations?
God has told me to tell His people that they are dying from a lack of knowledge and NOT because of HIS WILL. If I
followed the current teachings of the church, my family and I would be DEAD. The Holy Ghost was truly my comforter. I
called on the name of the LORD countless times to save me & my loved ones from premature deaths. He had me interceding
for Pastor Donnie McClurkin as well. The devils are ruthless and relentless. I barely made it out alive. We, the
saints/believers need to become relentless, highly favored, anointed blessed saints until Yeshua/Jesus comes NOW.
Since birth, we have lived in a system of mendacity even in the church. The church is not teaching the word of God that can
save you or your loved ones. Spiritual warfare is increasing, but the church barely teaches on the subject. There are many
converts, but not many disciples or soldiers of Yeshua. Too many young people are dying prematurely, committing suicide,
or depressed while the church, as a whole is SILENT. The church has even asked members to leave because they did not go
along with the established agenda. When is asking a saint to leave the church because they did not like them or they did not
want them there any excuse for asking them not to return. God is not pleased with what is happening in HIS CHURCH. He
wants His people to discuss their faults with each other. There are “gatekeepers” who are working for the devil in Yeshua’s
church to prevent the church or elders of the church from growing spiritually. Now, it is time for the church to take its
rightful place in society.
What Can You Do?
You have been given FREE WILL. Everyone can do something. I am the Messenger. Will you accept it and run with it or do
nothing? Here are the 8 PROPOSED ACTIONS:
1. Reclaim Back Your Power Individually & Collectively: You must make the decision to reclaim your power back
individually & collectively. The spirit world controls the natural world. In order for change to occur it starts with
YOU!!! Are you a VICTIM or a SURVIVOR? VICTIMS, you are giving away your power by whining,
complaining, having unbelief, cussing, doubting, and having FEAR. God does not give us the spirit of FEAR:
False
Evidence

Appearing
Real
You should be fearful of God and not man. Doubt, fear, unbelief, angry, hatred, and unrepentant sins gives your
power away to the enemy and now it’s time to take back your power from the enemy. All of the negativity is in the
supernatural, invisible spirit world and it is affecting the natural world.
Survivors, you can use this information to start the road to taking back your power and getting whatever, the enemy
has stolen from you; your life, family, health, finances, and nation. YOU NEED TO SHIFT THE ATMOSPHERE
BY DESTROYING THE ENEMY'S POWER AND AUTHORITY. OUR WORDS AND THOUGHTS HAVE
POWER. LET’S SPEAK AND THINK LIFE AND NOT DEATH! MORE POSITIVITY & LESS NEGATIVITY!
You can say, “Father, I rebuke and bind every negative emotion, thought, and word written or spoken over this
situation, trial, and tribulation in my life/nation in the past and present and I loose the fire the Holy Ghost and the
blood of Yeshua to cover, saturate and destroy them now in the name of Yeshua. I decree and declare that my power
has been returned back to me & I am no longer a victim, but now I am a survivor & victor in the name of Yeshua.
Nothing that the enemy does from this point forward can shake or destroy my belief that I am a survivor & victor in
the name of Yeshua. I renounce you, Satan and all of your works done against me individually and as a group
collectively in my life/nation now in the name of Yeshua. It is finished in the name of Yeshua. Thank you Lord for
delivering us and answering our prayers & supplications now in the name of Yeshua. It is finished in the name of
Yeshua. For thine is the kingdom, the power, and the glory forever. Amen”
2. The Power of Prayer & Fasting: We need to turn to God individually and collectively by asking for forgiveness,
confessing and repenting of sins, and turn to God wholeheartedly. It starts by praying Prayer #1 The
Saints/Believers’ Commitment Prayer at www.manifestthetruth.com/prayer-1.html with confidence, boldness and
from your whole heart. Sins, forgiveness, and repentance scriptures are attached to the prayer first. We are
recommitting to turn from traditions & rituals & back to the “true” Word of God.
We need to turn to God wholeheartedly & ask Him to intervene. Some devils do not come out except by prayer &
fasting (Matthew 17:21 & Mark 9:29). The power of prayer & fasting has healed people, saved nations & started
revivals. Pray 3 times a day morning, noon, and night using the Lord's Prayer, biblically-sound prayer #1
at www.manifestthetruth.com/prayer-1.html, which includes Recommitting/Committing Yourself to God
Wholeheartedly, Confessing & Repenting of Sins, Forgiving Yourself & Others, the Lord’s Prayer & the Jabez
Prayer & Intercessory Praying wholeheartedly Fasting of your choice for 1 day, 2 days & 2 nights or 3 days & 3
nights (no food/drink, limited food/drink, or liquid only) starting midnight or sunset to midnight or sunset ON ANY
DAY OF YOUR CHOICE to turn from food/drink & turn your FOCUS to fellowship with God through worship,
praise, prayer and thanksgiving wholeheartedly.
3. Forgive Others & Forgive Yourself: We should forgive others in our past & present of their trespasses because if
we don’t our Heavenly Father will not forgive us of our trespasses (Matthew 6:14-15 & Mark 11:25-26).
4. Blow/Sound the Shofar: One of the most powerful weapon to use in spiritual warfare is the shofar. When the shofar
sounds, it opens a portal between heaven and earth causing the presence of God to manifest, enemies are destroyed,
walls are fallen, and God's people enter into the covenant of blessings, which God has prepared for them. Sound the
shofar daily https://youtu.be/8rxOW-YQT2E & play gospel songs daily 24 hours a day, which can be downloaded for
your playlist at http://www.manifestthetruth.com/blow-the-shofar--play-songs.html. You can sound the shofar while
sleeping, working, driving, praising & worshipping God.
5. Take “Positive” Actions: You should take “positive” actions i.e. Show love & compassion to one another, donate to
charity, helping others i.e. take senior citizen or a new voter to the voting poll, bless God’s chosen people (Genesis
12:3) & supporting God’s people (I watch & support Apostle Guillermo Maldonado, Apostle Renny McLean,
Discovering the Jewish Jesus with Rabbi Schneider, SidRoth.org & support his various guests to name a few. I
watch on Saturdays at 10 a.m. Rabbi Greg Hershberg at www.Livestream.com/BYI & Pastor Donnie McClurkin Jr.
at https://www.facebook.com/PerfectingFaithChurch/ on Sundays, where God sent me to drive 2 hours one way to
grow spiritually, which I did & I even received the Holy Ghost there. God told me that I had outgrown my “family”
church home. Pastor Donnie is truly a man of God who God had me intercede for him over the years because the
enemy tried to kill him. Every time, God told me to pray for him because the enemy was trying to kill him again. I
felt like I was in a battle for his life and afterwards, it would take a week to recover. His anointing is so strong that I
could be in his presence and be instantly healed. It has been a while since I have been in his presence with the recent
diagnosis of 5 seizures in the last year has prevented me from driving that far & no one would drive me that far to
Perfecting Faith Church. You can go into the closet with God & have a private conversation with God
(https://www.facebook.com/notes/letitia-peters/going-into-the-closet-with-god/10204985130264642/).

6. Unity of 2 or More: There is power when 2 or more are gather together and when they touch, agree, and believe
(Matthew 18:18-20). You can join us at the same time in your time zone or on the call with us: Here are the times:
midnight, 2:30 am, 6 am, noon to 4 pm, & 7 to 11 pm EST Note: Each call holds 1,000 people. The U.S. Call-in
Number 605-472-5355 Access Code:806316#: For International callers: The International dial-in numbers are posted
on the groups, www.manifestthetruth.com/unitenow.html and at https://fccdl.in/i/theinternationalsoldiers
7. “WHOLE TRUTH” must be Told: The truth should set you free. Reconciliation and healing cannot occur until the
“WHOLE TRUTH” is told. The In 2010, 1, Letitia Peters learned the unbelievable truth that rogue U.S. Feds were
abusing their power by persecuting us “covertly” just like the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment. They are mad at me
because God had me pray & fast for 21 days BEFORE the election A Republican. told me that 2 high-level famous
prophets prophesied that Romney was going to win & Obama was supposed to be a 1 term President. The daily
attempts to kill my family, loved ones & I covertly due to radiation poisonings, chemical warfare, illegal drugs,
carbon monoxide poisoning, toxic molds exposures, implants, premature age us with diseases that we never had or
runs in the family by bio-hacking our immune systems to cause diseases i.e. swine flu, myeloma, or obesity,
premature age us or premature deaths were relentless. God had me intercede for Pastor Donnie McClurkin Jr.
because the enemy was trying to kill him as well like they were trying to do to my family. I give God all the glory
because if I followed the current teachings in the church, we would be DEAD. They paid $125k to try to stop my
divine calling. They are afraid of me. My response to Jeanne S. “they should not be afraid of me, but they should be
afraid of Jesus who abides & dwells in me.” ALL citizens: Rogue FEDs, spolice, doctors, journalists, church
staff, family, friends, neighbors, informants, employees, etc. can tell the “whole” truth by 5:14 pm Nov. 6, 2018
for God’s leniency by completing the Perps/Informants Opt-out form at www.manifestthetruth.com/unitenow.html.
Watch CIA Whistleblower Kevin Shipp https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nl5NW9KcMt0 as he reveals @ 13:40 – If
a person reports Gov’t abuse, CIA claims they are unstable, paranoid, & need psychological counselling & @ 34:10
“If you fear them, they have you. That’s how they do it. They manipulate the American people through intimidation
& fear.” God has not given us the spirit of FEAR! God gives us power, love, & a sound mind. They will stop at
anything to keep the truth hidden. The real truth is that devils are attached to them, which need to be cast out
(www.demonbuster.com or www.brothercarlos.com) or that people have been “secretly” implanted with radio frequency
identification (R.F.I.D.) chips (implants, Soul Catchers, Burst Bugs to be used as human guinea pigs by people sitting in
boxes in the Fusion Center or in a close radius of the intended target talking to them. The survivors/victims refer to it as
Voice-To-Skull or V2K. Once the devils are cast out or the technology is removed from their bodies or minds, then the
person will return to normal. There is a demonstration of the Stanley stud sensor being used, which is the same exact
model I had that beeped over my body at https://www.facebook.com/TheHealOurNationsMovement/. When I traveled to
Tampa, Florida in Dec. 2016, I went through airport security & I set off the security alarm. I was told that foreign objects
were throughout my body. When I asked where? I was told in my shoulders, back, under my breasts, and back of my
knees. Afterwards, I was in the restroom with loose bowels for 15 minutes. Crimes against humanity, like murder has NO
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS!
In U.S. Federal Government medical documents, there are cases of victims of unethical human subject experiments who
were wrongfully diagnosed with mental illness in order to discredit them during the Cold War. This was done to Elmer
Allen of The Plutonium Files who was vindicated that he was secretly being experimented on without his informed
consent for years after being injected with radioactive plutonium and the lead scientist diagnosed him with schizophrenia.
The Citizens Commission on Humans Rights stated “Psychiatric disorders are not medical diseases. There are no
lab tests, brain scans, X-rays or chemical imbalance tests that can verify any mental disorder is a physical
condition. This is not to say that people do not get depressed, or that people can’t experience emotional or
mental duress, but psychiatry has repackaged these emotions and behaviors as “disease” in order to sell drugs.
This is a brilliant marketing campaign, but it is not science.” & people can complete a Psychiatric Abuse Complaint
Form at www.cchr.org).
In another case, Bob Boyce was secretly implanted by a former business partner who worked formerly in the intelligence
community. Bob Boyce was diagnosed with terminal cancer, but when the Radio Frequency Identification (R.F.I.D.) chip
(Verichip) was removed, his terminal cancer disappeared. It showed up in the x-ray, but it was NOT reported in the test
report (http://www.bobboyce.org/cancer.htm . Everyone should check to see if they have been secretly implanted with
R.F.I.D. chips without their informed knowledge or consent. Congress has failed to put informed consent on the books
since 1997 when the late astronaut & Senator John Glenn Introduced the Human Subject Protections Act.

President Bill Clinton formed the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments(ACHRE). “He
commented on the final report on human radiation experiments conducted by the federal government between 1944
and 1974. The government failed in its duty to tell the truth and protect citizens. The president promised
compensation for the victims of these experiments. He also offered a formal apology to the survivors, their families,
and to all American people who must be able to rely upon the United States to keep its word, tell the truth, and do the

right thing. As an additional measure, President Clinton signed an executive order instructing every agency of the
federal government which conducts, supports, or regulates research involving human beings to immediately review
their procedures, and report back by the end of the year. The president also created a Bioethics Advisory Commission
to supervise such research. He hopes the commission will ensure that the government never again strays from the
basic values of protecting and being truthful with its people.” (https://www.c-span.org/video/?67458-1/humanradiation-experiments-report)
Could this be the real reason why Hillary Clinton had to be stopped from being the first woman President in
USA? She was leading. No one ever said that it is against the law for the intelligence agencies to use
psychological warfare on U.S. citizens. An article about “How Russia Helped Swing the Election for Trump”
is at https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swing-the-election-for-trump
You can watch various episodes about cyberware from Viceland’s TV Show “CyberWar” with host Ben
Makuch, which includes an episode about “Who Hacked the DNC and “Hacking the US Election” at
https://www.viceland.com/en_us/show/cyberwar.
8. You can meet others who want to make a difference & grow spiritually by joining our Facebook groups: The
International Soldiers of Yeshua. Call for Justice and Plead for Truth, and The Heal Our Nations Movement. On
Twitter https://Twitter.com/HealOurNations. This event is posted at www.manifestthetruth.com/unitenow.html. 2
great references for growing spiritually: www. Demonbuster.com and at http://www.manifestthetruth.com/spiritualgrowth-materials.html.
November 7th will be a day of thanksgiving, worshipping & praising God! It will also be a day of rest.
In closing, if you want any situation, trial or tribulation to change, it starts with YOU. I am sharing the knowledge, which I
have obtained over the years with the help of the Father, Son, and the Holy Ghost. The enemy would not be trying to stop me
if it didn’t work. Let’s do this together in America & International. God loves everyone, both friend and foe! No one has the
right to try to play God because they can. I love people, but hate their sins. I love America & I must do my part in telling the
truth because it is a sin to know to do good and not do it (James 4:17). People are being lied to and the right questions are not
being asked or addressed. I pray that people are blessed when reading this information and will want to do their part by
joining us. People can share this information with people from every walk of life in America and International. In addition, I
pray that there is a greater awakening so that a worldwide revival occurs. We have the right weapons to defeat the enemies in
the supernatural, invisible, spirit world & natural world.
These 5 quotes keep resonating in my mind, body, heart, soul and spirit:
Pastor Boyd author of God at War said, "We are called to stand up for the poor, widows, children, and orphans & take
action against human rights violations, oppression, institutionalized slavery, injustices, and evil governments".
British 17th century statesman Edmund Burke said, “The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do
nothing.”
Pastor Daubenmire said that in America, “good men have yielded power to evil men.” “Evil rules when evil men make
the rules,” he said.
Former President & gospel minister James A. Garfield said, “. . [I]f the next centennial does not find us a great nation. . .
it will be because those who represent the enterprise, the culture, and the morality of the nation do not aid in
controlling the political forces."
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon states, “I call on States to honour their obligations to protect human rights every
day of the year. I call on people to hold their governments to account. To violate someone’s human right is to treat
that person as if he or she was not a human being."
Many people have lost hope. God is a God of hope. Americans should demand justice and demand America live up to her
stated ideals of liberty, equality, democracy, opportunity and rights for all people. Like America did in Nuremberg! This is
for the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the late Dick Gregory, late Aretha Franklin, late Muhammed Ali, and all fighters
including the children who fought in the Civil Rights Movement, the Right to Vote Movement, & in World War II against
Nazism. This is for the Nuremberg Trials, which persecuted the Nazi War Criminals to make sure that justice prevailed.
Thank you for taking the time to read this information. God bless you! I look forward to hearing from you. Let’s stop
breaking Yeshua’s heart. God bless America!
Letitia Peters

